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Single particle degrees of freedom in the transition from deformed to spherical Nd nuclei
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Theg factors of the 41
1 and 61

1 states in144,148Nd, the 41
1 state in146Nd and the 61

1 , 81
1 , and 101

1 states in
150Nd have been measured for the first time by projectile Coulomb excitation coupled to the transient field
technique. Theg factors of the 21

1 states of144,146,148,150Nd have been remeasured with high precision. The data
clearly indicate that, while148,150Nd are well described by collective excitations, the structure of the low lying
levels in the lighter isotopes is dominated by the 2f 7/2 neutron configuration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent precision measurements of magnetic moment
low lying levels of nuclei, in particular near shell closu
@1–4#, have highlighted the difficulties encountered
nuclear models in explaining the structure of these nucle
a function of mass numberA, spin, and energy. Large dis
crepancies between predictions of the standard single par
and collective models show that, for even the lowest lev
the interplay between single particle configurations and c
lective excitations substantially alters the structure. These
fects are most noticeable in the magnetic moments. The60Nd
isotopes provide a particularly good laboratory to study th
interactions, as they span a mass region which encompa
spherical, single particle nuclei near the neutron closed s
at N582, vibrational and rotational nuclei.

In contrast to transition probabilities which relate to wa
functions of both the initial and final states,g factors probe
the microscopic structure of the individual states’ wave fu
tions. Theg factors of the 21

1 in the Nd region have alread
been measured@5–9#. These measurements have demo
strated that the removal of neutrons from150Nd, lying in the
middle of the 50,Z,82 and 82,N,126 shells, induces
significant changes in the microscopic wave functions. C
culations within the framework of the IBM-II model@10,11#
have been remarkably successful in describing theg factors
of nuclei from Ru through Te and Ba through Os in t
regions 44,Z,56, 54,N,78, and 56,Z,78, 88,N
,120, albeit with some glaring discrepancies. Theg factors
of the Nd and Sm isotopes show a marked deviation from
prediction for the lighter isotopes. In fact, theg factors de-
crease with decreasing neutron number instead of increa
As a possible resolution of the observed discrepancy in
and Sm, it has been proposed that the energy gap betw
the 1h11/2 and the 2d5/2 orbitals, large forN,88, yields clo-
sure of a subshell atZ564. Thus, the proton bosons need
be counted fromZ564 and not 50@12#. For heavier nuclei,
0556-2813/2001/63~2!/024315~8!/$15.00 63 0243
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the attractivepn interaction between the partially filled
(1h9/2) neutron orbital and the (1h11/2) proton configuration
erases the subshell gap and restores shell closure atZ550.
However, even this hypothesis does not resolve the disc
ancies. It appears more likely that the drop ing as the closed
shell N582 is approached is caused by dominating sin
neutron configurations.

Examination of the evolution ofg with spin can further
highlight the impact of specific single particle configuratio
on the excited state’s wave function. IBM-II and other co
lective models predictg(41

1 ,61
1);g(21

1).
Different scenarios need to be considered to explain

structure of the high spin and low spin (I<81) states of
these nuclei. Availableg factor measurements of high sp
states in62

150Sm, 152Gd, 66
158,164Dy, and 68

166,168Er @13–18#, con-
firm rotational alignment ofi 13/2 neutrons. Measurements o
the low spin regime in64

156Gd @18# and 166Er @15,16# show a
definite decrease ofg with increasing spin. However, thi
effect disappears in158Gd, 164Dy, and 168Er @15,20# as well
as in the more recent measurements on156Gd @19,20# and
152Gd @17#, whereg(41

1);g(21
1). In 150Sm, the isotone to

152Gd, the ratiog(41
1)/g(21

1) appears to be larger than unit
@13,21#.

Variations in theg factors of excited states have bee
observed nearN58 andN550 shell closures. It is eviden
from measurements of theg factors of the 21

1 and 41
1 states

in the O and Zr nuclei that single particle configurations p
a major role in the wave functions, and as spin increas
configuration mixing decreases, and the wave functions
come purer. A recent analysis of theg factors of the 21

1 and
41

1 states of18,20O and 92,94Zr showed that the wave func
tions of these states are indeed dominated by thed5/2 neutron
configuration@4#. The 144,146Nd nuclei also have two and
four neutrons beyond a closed shell, namelyN582, where
the 2f 7/2 neutrons play a similar role to that of the 1d5/2 and
2d5/2 orbitals in the O and Zr nuclei, respectively. In view
these results, a measurement of theg factors of the low lying
©2001 The American Physical Society15-1
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FIG. 1. Partial energy leve
diagram showing only levels and
transitions observed in the curren
experiments. Unmarked trans
tions appearing in the spectr
were identified but were not ana
lyzed because they were too wea
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levels of the Nd isotopes becomes very interesting.
A new technique has been successfully developed, c

bining Coulomb excitation of heavy beams in inverse kin
matics by a light target with the transient field technique@3#.
This method allows for high yield and hence high precis
measurements of the 21

1 states at low beam energies, but al
large excitation of higher spin states at higher beam energ
In the present measurements, the 21

1 and 41
1 states in

144,146,148,150Nd, the 61
1 in 144,148,150Nd, and the 81

1 and 101
1

states in 150Nd were populated with sufficient intensity t
allow g-factor measurements. Partial level schemes of
isotopes studied, showing mainly the transitions observe
the present experiment, are shown in Fig. 1. The availa
spectroscopic information is presented in Table I@22#.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Over the past 20 years, magnetic moments of short-li
nuclear states have been measured by the transient field
nique. In its conventional application, heavy target nuclei

TABLE I. Spectroscopic data on the low-lying levels o
144,146,148,150Nd ~Ref. @22#!. Energies are in units of keV, mean live
in ps,B(E2)’s in e2b2 ~first line! or Weisskopf units~second line!,
and static quadrupole momentsQ in e b ~Ref. @23#!.

144Nd 146Nd 148Nd 150Nd

E(21
1) 696.5 453.8 301.7 130.2

t(21
1) 4.50~25! 31.2~19! 112.5~17! 2153~22!

B(E2;21
1→01

1) 0.110~6! 0.134~8! 0.276~4! 0.542~6!

24.6~13! 29.3~17! 59.3~9! 115~1!

Q(21
1) –0.07~15! –0.78~9! –1.46~13! –2.00~51!

E(41
1) 1314.5 1042.2 752.2 381.5

t(41
1) 10.7~13! 5.8~14! 10.1~32! 91~4!

B(E2;41
1→21

1) 0.084~10! 0.196~48! 0.428~13! 0.820~36!

18.8~22! 43~11! 92~3! 173~8!

E(61
1) 1791.4 1780 1279.7 720.4

t(61
1) 30~3! a 18~1!

B(E2;61
1→41

1) 0.11~1! a 0.991~55!

25~3! a 209~12!

E(81
1) 1857 1129.7

E(101
1) 1599

E(41
1)/E(21

1) 1.89 2.30 2.49 2.93

aReference@24#.
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Coulomb excited by lighter ion beams and are ejected fr
the target material with high velocity. If the beam ions a
detected in an annular detector located at 180° with res
to the beam direction, the reaction results in alignment of
magnetic substates of the excited nuclei. These nuclei su
quently traverse a ferromagnetic material such as iron or
dolinium in which they interact with the transient magne
field. The net effect of this interaction is a precession of
angular correlation of decayg rays which is directly propor-
tional to the magnetic moment of the excited state un
study.

In the present experiment, it is the heavy beam ion tha
Coulomb excited by a lighter target nucleus. The exci
projectiles traverse the ferromagnetic layer where they ex
rience the spin precession in the transient magnetic hype
field before they stop in a backing of the target made o
cubic medium, where no further interaction takes place. T
light target ions are scattered forward and need to have
ficient energy to exit the target and the beamstop. They
detected in a detector located at 0° with respect to the be
The measurement of theg rays emitted by excited projectile
in coincidence with the target nuclei is an essential elem
of the technique. It ensures that the observedg rays originate
from excitations in the target and from states with go
alignment. The requirements for the light target material
threefold: sufficient excitation of the projectiles, sufficie
energy after the collision to traverse all the target layers
well as the beamstop, and low target excitation with deex
tationg rays of energies different from those of the project
g rays. Due to the kinematic focusing, the technique ensu
high efficiency for detection of the reaction products in t
forward direction, allowing access to weakly populat
higher spin states, as well as providing the high velocity
the recoiling ions essential for transient field measureme
The technique has the advantage of keeping the experime
conditions fairly constant for different isotopes, including t
use of thesametarget for each isotope, and thus allows f
very accuraterelative measurements.

The technique of Coulomb excitation of beams provid
by the ion source of the accelerator combined with trans
fields has been successfully applied to the measurementg
factors of the light and medium heavy nuclei46,48Ti, 50,52Cr
@1,2#, 74,76,78,80,82Se @3#, and 92,94Zr @4#. The present work
represents the first application of the technique to heavy
tems in theA5150 region.
5-2
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SINGLE PARTICLE DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 024315
The experimental details for measuring magnetic m
ments of short-lived excited states by the transient field te
nique in both standard@25# and inverse kinematics@3# have
been described in previous publications. Only details pert
ing to the current measurements are presented here. Two
of experiments were carried out. Isotopic beams
144,146,148,150Nd near 285 MeV were provided by the Wrigh
Nuclear Structure Laboratory~WNSL! ESTU tandem Van de
Graaff accelerator at Yale University. Only the 21

1 states
were excited at these beam energies. The resultingg(21

1)
factors provided a consistency check for the use of inve
kinematics as well as for the determination of the transi
field strength. The higher spin states were measured a
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory~LBNL !, where iso-
topic beams of144,146,148,150Nd were accelerated to betwee
584 and 608 MeV by the 88 Inch Cyclotron.

Energies and target specifications were chosen to keep
velocities of the beam ions within the gadolinium foil com
parable to those at lower beam energies, and to allow
cyclotron to switch beams with relative ease. Since th
energies are close to the Coulomb barrier for Nd on Ni t
gets,EB;650 MeV, particle transfer reactions can also ta
place. For instance, the (3/2)2→(1/2)2 transition from
143Nd, produced in neutron transfer from144Nd was ob-
served at the beam energy at which the experiment was
The major findings of the Berkeley experiments were
ported in a short publication@26#.

Two different targets were used for the low and high e
ergy experiments. Each of these targets consisted of se

TABLE II. Description of the composition of the multilayere
targets. All thicknesses are given in mg/cm2. WNSL and LBNL
refer to the targets used at Yale and Berkeley, respectively.M is the
magnetization of the target in Tesla. An additional copper foil
7.5 or 8.9 mg/cm2 was placed behind the target to stop the beam
the WNSL and LBNL experiments, respectively.

Ni Si Gd Ta Al Cu M

WNSL - 0.95 4.4 1.0 1.35 0.1670
LBNL 1.0 - 5.5 1.0 - 5.3 0.1870

TABLE III. Characteristics of the reaction kinematics.^E& in ,
^E&out , ^v/v0& in , and^v/v0&out are, respectively, the average ene
gies and velocities of theANd isotopes as they enter into and ex
from the gadolinium layer. Energies are given in MeV;v05e2/\ is
the Bohr velocity.

Ebeam ^E& in ^E&out ^v/v0& in ^v/v0&out

WNSL 144Nd 288 92.6 23.2 5.09 2.55
146Nd 286 93.1 23.8 5.07 2.56
148Nd 284 93.6 24.3 5.05 2.57
150Nd 282 94.0 24.8 5.03 2.58

LBNL 144Nd 608 86.2 12.7 4.91 1.89
146Nd 600 87.5 13.4 4.91 1.92
148Nd 592 88.9 14.1 4.92 1.96
150Nd 584 89.6 14.5 4.91 1.97
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layers. Natural Si or Ni layers were deposited on a ga
linium substrate, itself evaporated on a tantalum foil hea
to 800 K. A copper or aluminum backing stopped the exci
beam ions. An additional copper foil was placed behind e
of the targets to stop the beam. The details of the tar
layers are summarized in Table II.

The thicknesses of the target layers were chosen to en
that the excited Nd ions traversed the gadolinium layer w
a velocity 2v0<v<6v0, wherev05e2/\ is the Bohr veloc-
ity. The specifics of the reaction kinematics are presente
Table III.

The WNSL target was cooled to;50 K by a closed-cycle
helium refrigerator, while at LBNL, the target and beam st
were mounted on the tip of a liquid nitrogen dewar a
maintained at a temperature of;77 K. In both cases, the
temperature was monitored with a thermocouple connec
to the target frame.

The magnetizations of the targets were measured in
AC magnetometer@27# before and after each experimen
The magnetization was effectively constant between 40
and 100 K and did not change as a result of the bomba
ment. During the experiment an external magnetic field
0.06 T was applied to the target to magnetize the gadolin
foil. The field direction, perpendicular to theg-ray detection
plane, was changed every 3–5 min. The recoiling target i
were detected by a 100mm thick passivated implanted plana
silicon detector placed at 0°, 28 mm away from the targ
The particle detector subtended an angle of619°, corre-

f
n

FIG. 2. NaI(Tl ) spectra of144,146,148,150Nd g rays in coincidence
with forward scattered Si target ions observed in the WNSL exp
ments.
5-3
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J. HOLDENet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 024315
sponding, for example, in the case of144Nd, to a 144Nd recoil
angular range of620°. Theg rays were detected in coinc
dence with the Si or Ni ions.

In the experiments at WNSL, four 12.7 cm312.7 cm
NaI(Tl ) scintillators at distances of 17 cm from the targ
position were used. The detectors were positioned at666°
and 6114° with respect to the beam direction for the p
cession measurements. A Ge detector was included in
setup to ensure the absence of any interferingg lines in the
spectra. In the LBNL experiments, Ge detectors had to
used to resolve the transitions from higher spin states. He
four Ge detectors of approximately 25% efficiency, loca
6.8 cm away from the target, were positioned at662° and
6118° with respect to the beam direction during the prec
sion measurements. Typical spectra are shown in Figs. 2
3.

The g-ray anisotropies have been measured in both
WNSL and LBNL experiments. For these, pairs of detect
were placed, alternately, at angles close to645° or 6135°
and690°.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

The measured precession effecte for the radiation deex-
citing a certain state can be expressed as@3#

FIG. 3. Ge spectra of144,146,148,150Nd g rays in coincidence with
forward scattered Ni target ions observed in the LBNL experime
Theg transitions are labeled by the spins of the state of origin. T
line marked by an asterisk corresponds to a transition in143Nd. The
degeracy of the 61 and 32 lines in 146Nd is discussed in the text
02431
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r21

r11
, ~3.1!

wherer5(r14/r23)
1/2 is determined from the double ratios

r i j 5S Ni
↑/Ni

↓

Nj
↑/Nj

↓D 1/2

, ~3.2!

where the coefficientsi , j 51,2,3,4 represent the four dete
tors; Ni , j

↑ and Ni , j
↓ are the coincidence counting rates of t

photopeak of theg transition in thei th or j th detector with
the external field pointing ‘‘up’’ (↑) or ‘‘down’’ ( ↓) with
respect to theg-ray detection plane. Theg-ray photopeak
intensities have been corrected for random and backgro
rates. Calculations were carried out in the center of m
system. Similar ‘‘cross ratios’’rc5(r24/r13)

1/2 andec were
calculated to check for systematic effects that might m
the true precession. In all cases, vanishingly smallec values
were obtained, as expected. The precession anglesDu are
derived from the measurede ’s through the relationship

Du5e/S, ~3.3!

whereS(u0)5@1/W(u0)#•@dW(u)/du#uu5u0
is the logarith-

mic slope of the angular correlation at the angles of inter
u0.

The unperturbed angular correlations measured pr
ously @7,8# showed an attenuation of the correlations of t
21

1→01
1 transitions in148,150Nd which has been attributed t

paramagnetic effects resulting from the long lifetimes of t
21

1 states in these isotopes. In the Yale experiments,
slopes of the 21

1→01
1 transitions in144,146,148,150Nd were de-

rived as described in@28# from the measured ratios of coun
in pairs of detectors,

s.
e

TABLE IV. Average experimental ratioŝR& and slopesS(62°)
of the 21

1→01
1 transitions showing the attenuation resulting fro

paramagnetic effects~Ref. @7# and WNSL measurements!. The life-
times are from Ref.@22#.

t(ps) ^R& S(62°)

144Nd 6.5~4! 7.66~36! –2.26~2!
146Nd 31.2~19! 6.36~17! –2.17~1!
148Nd 112.5~17! 4.54~7! –1.96~1!
150Nd 2153~22! 1.45~3! –0.63~3!

TABLE V. Logarithmic slopesS(62°) calculated from the
COULEX code for the LBNL experimental conditions.

21
1→01

1 41
1→21

1 61
1→41

1 81
1→61

1 101
1→81

1

144Nd -1.96 -0.885 -0.720
146Nd -1.90 -0.841 -0.691
148Nd -2.02a -0.904 -0.729
150Nd -0.859 -0.701 -0.645 -0.617

aThis value includes the correction for the attenuation due to p
magnetic effects.
5-4
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SINGLE PARTICLE DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 024315
R~45°/88°!5S Ni~45°!Nj~45°!

Ni~88°!Nj~88°!
D 1/2

and

R~135°/92°!5S Ni~135°!Nj~135°!

Ni~92°!Nj~92°!
D 1/2

.

The average of these ratios,^R&, and the resulting slopes ar
displayed in Table IV. The measured dependence of the
tenuation of the slope of the angular correlation with lifetim
of the state is in agreement with the observations of previ
measurements@7#.

Similar data were obtained for the LBNL measuremen
However, the extraction of slopes was complicated by
sorption effects in the experimental layout at the ang
where the anisotropies were measured. The ensuing ne
sary corrections increased the experimental uncertain
Therefore, the angular correlationsW(u) were calculated
from the Winther-deBoerCOULEX code, and the derived
slopes are shown in Table V. TheW(u)’s reflect the excited
state’s spin alignment, which, in turn, depends primarily
the acceptance angle of the coincidence particle detector
only weakly on the transition matrix elements. These, unf
tunately, are not known for many of the higher spin states
these cases, theB(E2;I→I 22) for the unknown state wa
assumed to be equal to that of the state below it. It is no
worthy that varying theB(E2)’s by as much as a factor o
four had a negligible effect on the calculated slopes. In
dition, the theoretical slope of the 21

1→01
1 transition in

148Nd was corrected for the attenuation due to paramag
ism as determined from the low energy data obtained
Yale. Since in all cases, the experimental slopes were
agreement with the theoretical calculations within expe
mental errors, the theoretical slopes were adopted for
analysis of the precession data.

TABLE VI. Relative level populations, in percent. Missing va
ues imply that the level has negligible excitation. The 21 state at
Eexc51.3032 MeV in146Nd was not observed~Ref. @22#!; the 21 at
Eexc51.4706 MeV was excited and appears in the table as 22

1 .

21
1 41

1 31
2 22

1 51
2 61

1 81
1 101

1

144Nd 77.0 12.3 2.8 6.6 - 1.4 - -
146Nd 60.6 28.1 3.9 4.9 1.6 0.8 - -
148Nd 36.3 46.6 - - - 17.0 - -
150Nd 0 33.8 - - - 39.0 18.5 8.7
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The determination of the precession anglesDu of the
highest excited state in each isotope follows directly from
measured precession and the slope of the angular correla
However, the determination of the precession angleDu for
the lower states, in particular the 21

1 states, required a mor
elaborate analysis due to significant contributions to the
served precession due to feeding from the precursor st
~Fig. 1!. The precessions of the higher states, which mus
taken into account explicitly, are characterized by the po
lation strength and the appropriate angular correlations.

Since the population of the 21
1 states due to feeding i

dominated by stretchedE2 transitions within the ground
state bands, the measured effectse for the 21

1 states can be
expressed as@3#

e2
1
1

meas
5

(
i

e i PiWi~u0!

(
i

PiWi~u0!

, ~3.4!

wheree i is the precession effect that would be observed
a directly excitedi th state,Wi(uo) is the angular correlation
function at the angleu0 of the i th transition, andPi repre-
sents the population strength of thei th state which is propor-
tional to the total Coulomb excitation cross section for th
state. At high beam energies, a substantial portion of
strength of the lower state’s population is fed in the dec
from higher states, thus limiting the precision with whic
g(21

1) can be measured. This limitation is especially sign
cant for the heavier Nd isotopes, which have high excitat
probabilities for the higher spin states, precluding a meas
ment ofg(21

1) in 150Nd.
The populationsPi of each of the states can be dete

mined fromCOULEX calculations of the cross sections. Su
calculations depend on the input of reliable transition ma
elements. AsB(E2)’s are not known for many of the state
of interest in this work, level populations had to be me
sured. The relative intensity of all transition lines was det
mined from theg spectra of the precession runs at662°,
6118°. This intensity was corrected for relative efficiency
the Ge detector, absorption, internal electron conversion,
the calculated theoretical angular correlation, including
feeding from higher states. The populations of each of
states were then obtained~with negligible statistical uncer-
tainties!, and are shown in Table VI.

The precession anglesDu can now be derived from the
measurede values and the determinedSi(u0),Pi , and
Wi(u0). The results are summarized in Table VII.
TABLE VII. Measured precession angles2Du~rad!.

Du(21
1→01

1) Du(41
1→21

1) Du(61
1→41

1) Du(81
1→61

1) Du(101
1→81

1)

144Nd 0.0239~8! 0.0159~43! –0.069~28! -
146Nd 0.0358~10! 0.0226~30!~8! a - -
148Nd 0.0392~16! 0.0424~29! 0.0292~56! -
150Nd - 0.056~9! 0.043~8! 0.061~17! 0.016~21!

aThe second error inDu(41
1) arises from the assumption20.3<g(146Nd;61

1)<0.3 ~see text!.
5-5
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J. HOLDENet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 024315
A complication in 146Nd arises from the fact that the en
ergy of the (61

1→41
1) transition is identical to that of the

(31
2→21

1) transition~Fig. 1!. Not only is the ability to de-
termineg(146Nd; 61

1) affected, but alsog(41
1) and g(21

1),
since the feeding contributions from the 61

1 and 31
2 states are

different. An auxiliary experiment was carried out using t
8p detector array at LBNL to determine the relative pop
lations of the 61

1 and 31
2 states@29#. A 600 MeV beam of

146Nd was directed at a thicknatNi target, andg-g coinci-
dence data were recorded. From the ratio of the intensitie
the (41

1→21
1) and (21

1→01
1) g-ray lines in coincidence

with the (61
1→41

1)1(31
2→21

1) transitions, it was found
that (1760.5)% of the intensity belonged to the 61

1 state.
Without knowing theg factor of at least one of these state
it is impossible to determine theg factor of the other. How-
ever, limits based on extrapolation from the results of
144,148Nd data can be placed on theg factors of the lower
spin states with the assumption that20.3<g(61

1)<0.3. The
21

1 state is so strongly populated directly that the uncerta
in g(61

1) within this range has a negligible effect. Since t
contribution from the 61

1 state is so small, and the 41
1 state is

not fed by the 31
2 state, the range of possibleg(41

1) given
the assumption for the range ofg(61

1) values is comparable
to the size of the statistical error.

IV. RESULTS

The g factors are finally determined from the expressio

Du52g
mN

\ E
t in

tout
B~v~ t !,Z!e2t/tdt, ~4.1!

whereB, the transient field, is a function of the velocityv
and atomic numberZ of the projectile ion,t is the mean
lifetime of the state being examined, andt in and tout are the
mean entrance and exit times of the ions into or out of
ferromagnet. The Rutgers parametrization of the trans
field was used@30#. The resultingg(21

1) factors are com-
pared with previous measurements in Table VIII. The quo
errors are statistical in all cases. The WNSLg factor results
are in excellent agreement with those of previous meas
ments @6–8#, a result particularly gratifying given that th
current measurements use a different technique and g
linium as the ferromagnet instead of iron. The LBNLg(21

1)
data obtained at higher beam energies are also in good a
ment with the previous data.

TABLE VIII. Comparison of the previous and currentg(21
1)

factors of the Nd isotopes.

Year 144Nd 146Nd 148Nd 150Nd

1978@6# a 10.19~2! 10.30~2! 10.34~2! -
1987 @7# 10.166~41! 10.312~49! 10.411~42! 10.418~38!

1990 @8# 10.16~2! 10.29~1! 10.35~2! 10.41~3!

WNSL 10.189~22! 10.302~21! 10.356~14! 10.48~12!

LBNL 10.209~7! 10.289~8! 10.363~14! -

aResults reevaluated for new field calibration as discussed in@8#.
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Theg(I ) factors obtained are shown in Table IX and Fi
4. It should be noted that while the absoluteg factors are
subject to certain systematic uncertainties, such as may re
from the parametrization of the transient field, therelative g
factors are not. The current measurements were obta
with a single target under nearly identical experimental c
ditions. Beam energies, for example, were adjusted so
the Nd ions of each isotope entered and exited the Gd
with the same velocities. Thus, any systematic effects wo
alter the results equally, maintaining the trends in theg fac-
tors as a function of neutron number and angular moment

V. DISCUSSION

150Nd is a classical rotational nucleus, with prolate defo
mation, as evidenced by the unambiguous signature of
ratio E(41

1)/E(21
1)52.93, the static quadrupole moment

the 21
1 state,Q522.00(51) e b, and theB(E2;21

1→01
1)

5115 W.u. For such a nucleus, it is expected that theg
factors of all the states in the rotational band will be eq
and nearZ/A50.4, a prediction confirmed by the data.

The data show that as neutrons are removed andN ap-
proaches the magic number 82, theg factors decrease con
tinuously, as do theB(E2;21

1→01
1)’s ~Table I! and the

TABLE IX. g factors of low-lying states in the Nd isotopes. Th
g(21

1) values are the averages of all the data listed in Table V
The g factors of the higher spin states are the results of the LB
experiment only, with the exception ofg(41

1) of 150Nd, which is
the average of the present result,g(41

1)510.45(7) and the value
of Ref. @8#, g(41

1)510.44(4). The quoted errors are statistica
The second error listed forg(41

1) in 146Nd has its origin in the
unresolvable degeneracy of the 61

1→41
1 and 31

2→21
1 transitions as

discussed in the text.

144Nd 146Nd 148Nd 150Nd

21
1 10.201~6! 10.291~6! 10.357~8! 10.42~2!

41
1 10.131~36! 10.193~26!~6! 10.360~25! 10.44~3!

61
1 –0.56~22! - 10.266~51! 10.35~7!

81
1 - - - 10.56~13!

101
1 - - - 10.14~19!

FIG. 4. Summary of the measuredg(I ) factors as a function of
mass numberA or neutron numberN.
5-6
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magnitudes of the static quadrupole momentsQ ~Fig. 5!.
The present spin dependence of theg factors, in particular

for 144Nd for whichg(61
1) is negative, shows clearly that th

low-excitation structure of this nucleus is dominated by
2 f 7/2 neutron configuration. The progression ofg with neu-
tron number occupation reflects a decreasing contributio
the 2f 7/2 neutron configuration as the nuclei become m
collective. The same effect is seen in the odd isotopes143Nd
and 145Nd for which theg factors of the (7/2)2 ground states
have been measured,g(143Nd)520.304(1) andg(145Nd)
520.187(1), respectively@31#. The Schmidt limit value for
a f 7/2 neutron is20.547 usinggs5gs

free523.826.
Lombard@32# carried out a calculation which included

single-particle microscopic description of the 21
1 states of

spherical even-even nuclei with the residual interaction
tween nucleons being represented by a pairing-p
quadrupole force. The contributions to the magnetic m
ments arise primarily from the configuration mixing of sing
particle states near the Fermi surface. The calculations y
g(144Nd)510.11, g(146Nd)510.13, and g(148Nd)5
10.16, a correct trend for the lighter isotopes, but not refl
tive of the sharp rise for the nuclei closer to the deform
region, not surprising since the theory ignores deformation
the core.

Calculations @33# in the framework of the cranked
Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov formalism with the inclusion
hexadecapole deformation do not reproduce the measurg
factors. Similarly, IBA-II models fail to reproduce the dat
especially the spin dependence of theg factors of 144,146Nd.

A relatively simple model based on the microscopic c

FIG. 5. Summary of the measured static quadrupole momenQ
~Ref. @23#!.
P
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culation of pair gaps and evaluation ofg factors in the
Migdal approximation@34# accurately predicts the mass d
pendent variation of the collectiveg factors in 146,148,150Nd.
This approach, however, does not account for the reduceg
factors of higher spin states in144Nd and 146Nd, or for the
further drop in g(21

1) in the progression from146Nd to
144Nd. Recent shell model calculations@35# have been car-
ried out with the protons limited to the 1g7/2 and 2d5/2 orbits
~which effectively assumes closure atZ564) and the addi-
tional neutron in the 2f 7/2 and 2p3/2 orbits. This calculation
gives a reasonably good account of the level spectra but
dicts that theg factors of the 21

1 , 41
1 , and 61

1 states in144Nd
are all negative, near the value of a neutronf 7/2 configura-
tion.

Calculations involving the coupling of valence nucleo
to a collective core@24,36# have been carried out for144Nd.
These calculations, which predict reasonably well the en
gies andB(E2)’s, require a considerable (2f 7/2)

2 neutron
strength which increases with spin, as required by the
servedg factors. Although the theoreticalg factor of the 21

1

state in144Nd @36# is somewhat smaller than the experime
tal result, these calculations give, in general, a much be
description of the data than does the shell model with a l
ited configuration space. A large configuration space s
model calculation is needed to understand quantitatively
change in structure in the transition from150Nd to 144Nd.
However, as was noted in recent work on theg factors in the
Mo isotopes nearN550 @37#, it may not be sufficient to
simply extend the basis space to account quantitatively
the low-sping factors which are also sensitive to the choi
of two-body matrix elements, especially the proton-neutr
interactions. The presentg factor data are therefore importan
to determine the effective residual interactions in this reg
which, at present, are not well known.
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